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Let (r), r=1, 2, ... be a positive decreasing sequence such that r=1 (r)
k
diverges. Using a powerful variance argument due to Schmidt, an asymptotic for-
mula is obtained for the number of integer solutions q of the system of Diophantine
inequalities
max[&qxi &: 1ik]<(q)
which holds for almost all points (x1 , ..., xk) on a smooth m-dimensional sub-
manifold M of Rk. The manifold satisfies certain curvature conditions which entail
restrictions on the codimension. This result extends the known result when the
points are not constrained to lie in a submanifold, (i.e., when M=Rk) to a reasonably
general class of manifolds.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
Let (q), q=1, 2, ..., be a sequence of positive numbers. For any point
x # Rk we consider the number of integer solutions q1 of the system of
inequalities
&qxi &<(q), i=1, ..., k. (1)
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A slight variation of Khintchine’s theorem on simultaneous Diophantine
approximation says that if the series
:

q=1
(q)k (2)
converges then for almost all x # Rk, the number of solutions of (1) is
bounded, while if the series (2) diverges and the (q) decrease, then for
almost all x # Rk there are infinitely many solutions of (1) (see Theorem I,
p. 120 of [2] or Theorem 10, p. 31 of [9]). In addition, in the divergent
case there is a quantitative refinement of this result. For any integer Q1
let NQ(x) denote the number of integer solutions q1 of the system of
inequalities (1), and let
9(Q)=2k :
Q
q=1
(q)k, 9 (Q)=2k :
Q
q=1
(q)k {(q),
where {(q) is the number of divisors of q. Then it is shown in Theorem 19,
p. 56 of [9] that for almost all x # Rk and any =>0,
NQ(x)=9(Q)+O(9 (Q)12 (log 9 (Q))32+=).
Now qs=1 {(s)<<q log q for all q ([9], p. 52), and by an Abel summation
in the expression for 9 (Q) it is found that 9 (Q)<<9(Q) log Q. Hence, if
9(Q)>>(log Q)1+$ for some $>0, then NQ(x)t9(Q), as Q  .
Now suppose that x is restricted to lie on a submanifold M/Rk of
dimension at most k&1. Since M has k-dimensional Lebesgue measure
zero, these results say nothing. However similar results can be obtained in
the induced measure on the submanifold. A general survey of metric
Diophantine approximation on submanifolds which satisfy various cur-
vature conditions is given in [9]. More recently, the papers [36] have
established that many of the standard results in Diophantine approxima-
tion in Rk are also valid on submanifolds, under appropriate curvature
conditions. In particular, it was shown in [6] that when the series (2) con-
verges, NQ(x) is bounded for almost all x on M (with respect to the
induced Lebesgue measure on M; again we suppose that M satisfies certain
curvature conditions). In this paper we will use related curvature condi-
tions to show that the above formula for NQ(x) is valid for almost all
x # M, when (2) diverges and (q) decreases monotonically and satisfies a
weak growth restriction.
The proof of the asymptotic formula for NQ(x) uses a powerful variance
argument of W. M. Schmidt [7], formulated in [9]. Using similar
arguments, asymptotic formulae have been obtained previously for the spe-
cial class of manifolds in R2m which have the form of a Cartesian product
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of m planar curves, each having nonzero curvature almost everywhere. The
earliest result is due to Bernik [1] and the second, proved by Sprindzu k
[9, p. 113], holds only for sequences qv satisfying a rather strong
divisibility condition (in order to avoid some intractable estimates). A
codimension restriction means that these results are not included in ours,
which is nevertheless the first that holds for fairly general manifolds and
functions .
We now discuss the curvature condition to be imposed on M. Much of
the notation and terminology is taken from [3]. In particular, we suppose
that M is a C3 manifold of dimension m and codimension n embedded in
Rk (k=m+n). For any point x # M, TxM= will denote the normal space
of M at x, and for any # # TxM=, }i(x, #), i=1, ..., m, will denote the
principal curvatures of M at x with respect to # (further details are given
in [3]).
The following definition is taken from [6], where its geometrical mean-
ing is discussed further.
Definition. We say that the manifold M satisfies condition K1 at x # M
if, for any # # TxM=, at least two of the principal curvatures }i(x, #) are
non-zero and have the same sign.
Now suppose that x # M and P is a p-dimensional plane in Rk which
intersects M transversely at x (we assume that p+mk). Then, in a
neighbourhood of x, the set P & M is a C3, ( p+m&k)-dimensional
manifold embedded in the plane P. The above definition of condition K1
for a manifold (with respect to an embedding in Rm+n) can readily be
extended to the case of an embedding in a hyperplane. In addition, we will
say that the plane P is axially parallel if it is possible to translate P so
that p of the coordinate axes lie in P. We can now make the following
definition.
Definition. We say that the manifold M satisfies condition K4 at x # M
if there exists a positive integer p and a p-dimensional, axially parallel plane
P(x)/Rk which intersects M transversely at x and such that the manifold
P(x) & M satisfies condition K1 with respect to its embedding in P(x).
An analytic formulation of this condition and its consequences will be
given in the following section. We remark that curvature conditions
denoted by K2 and K3 have been defined and used in [4] and [6].
Theorem 1. Suppose that for a fixed positive integer p, condition K4
holds at almost all x # M, that the sequence (q), q=1, 2, ..., is positive and
decreasing, the series (2) diverges and
(q)k&2p<<(log q)&2( p+1), q=1, 2, ... . (3)
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Then, for almost all x # M and any =>0,
NQ(x)=9(Q)+O(9 (Q)12 (log 9 (Q))32+=)
as Q  .
Note that the growth condition (3) in the theorem is a technical condi-
tion required in the proof and is probably not necessary for the truth of the
result. The main restriction imposed by condition (3) is that we must have
k&2p1; (4)
this implies that the codimension k&m of M is at most (k&1)2. However,
if (4) holds then (3) is not a very stringent restriction on  (for instance,
if  decays faster than q&= for any =>0, then (3) holds).
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and
the above discussion of the size of 9 .
Theorem 2. Suppose that condition K4 holds at almost all x # M, (q)
decreases monotonically, (3) holds and 9(Q)>>(log Q)1+$, for some $>0.
Then, for almost all x # M, the system of inequalities (1) has infinitely many
solutions q.
This theorem is an analogue of Khintchine’s theorem on simultaneous
Diophantine approximation ([2], Chapter VII or [9], Theorem 10) for
points on the manifold M but not a complete one since we have to impose
relatively mild conditions in addition to the divergence of the series (3).
Before proving Theorem 1, we will make some remarks on how ‘‘likely’’
it is that condition K4 can be satisfied. First, for a manifold to satisfy con-
dition K1 it must be at least 2-dimensional (since there must be at least 2
non-zero principal curvatures), and so it must be embedded in at least 3
dimensions. Since condition K4 requires that the manifold P(x) & M
satisfies condition K1 with respect to its embedding in P(x) we need
p=dim P(x)3; the inequality (4) then implies that the smallest k we can
take is k=7. We also need p+m&k2 (so that dim P(x) & M2), so we
require m6. Thus a 6-dimensional sphere in R7 will satisfy condition K4
(taking p=3). However, a ‘‘hyperbolic’’ manifold in R7 might not (since
condition K1 demands that at least 2 principal curvatures have the same
sign).
Moving to higher dimensions, it is clear that a manifold M satisfies con-
dition K1 if it is at least 3-dimensional and at least 3 principal curvatures
are non-zero. This will be true ‘‘generically’’ (we will not attempt to be
precise about what we mean by this) if dim Mcodim M+2. Hence, for
conditon K4 to hold ‘‘generically’’ we require that
p+m&kk&m+2.
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Combining this with (4) to eliminate p we find that we need
m 34 (k+5);
i.e. we need m=dim M to be relatively large compared to k, and codim M
to be relatively small. The smallest dimensions which can satisfy this are
k=19, m=18.
Proof of Theorem 1
Since, by hypothesis, the set of points x # M at which condition K4 does
not hold has measure zero in M, this set cannot affect the conclusion of the
theorem and hence can be neglected. We now choose a point x0 # M at
which condition K4 holds. By restricting attention to a sufficiently small
coordinate neighbourhood of x0 we may suppose that M has a
parametrisation of the form
M=[x # Rk : x=!(u), u # 0],
where 0/Rm is an open ball and ! : 0  Rk is C3. (Restricting attention
to local coordinate neighbourhoods does not restrict the generality of the
argument since it is always possible to cover M with a countable collection
of suitable local coordinate neighbourhoods on which our assumptions
hold, and it is clearly sufficient to prove the theorem on each such coor-
dinate neighbourhood.) After relabelling the axes, if necessary, we may sup-
pose that the axially parallel plane P(x) (see the definition of condition K4)
is parallel to the basis vectors e1, ..., ep (where e1 , ..., ek denote the standard
basis vectors in Rk). It now follows from conditon K4 that we may suppose
further that on our local coordinate neighborhood the parametrization of
M has the following properties:
(1) the parameter u can be expressed in the form
u=(v, w), v # 01/R p+m&k, w # 02/Rk&p;
(2) the corresponding parametrisation function takes the form
!(u)=!(v, w)=(!$(v, w), w),
where !$ : 01_02  R p;
(3) for each w # 02 the manifold Mw/R p given by
Mw=[x # R p : x=!$( v, w), v # 01],
satisfies the curvature condition K1 imposed in [6].
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Without loss of generality we will suppose that 0=01_02/I m, where
I=(0, 1), and, by using the method described in [6] to extend the function
! smoothly, we may suppose that 0=Im, with 01=I p+m&k, 02=I k&p.
Using the parametrisation !, (1) can be rewritten as
&q!i (u)&=&q!i (v, w)&<(q), i=1, ..., k, (5)
where u=(v, w) # Im.
Now consider an arbitrary w # 02 . Since
:

q=1
(q log q(log log q)2)&1<,
and since the manifold Mw satisfies condition K1, Theorem 1.3 of [6]
shows that, for almost all v # 01 , the number of solutions of (5) is finite
when (q)(q log q(log log q)2)&1k. Since w is arbitrary, it follows from
Fubini’s theorem that for almost all (v, w) # Im, the number of solutions of
(5) with (q)=(q log q(log log q)2)&1k is finite. Hence, if we replace the
sequence (q) with the sequence
max[(q), (q log q(log log q)2)&1k],
we only change the number of solutions of (1) by a finite number at almost
all x # M. Since we are attempting to find the asymptotic number of solu-
tions in the case where there are infinitely many solutions at almost all
x # M this is not a significant change. Thus, we may suppose without loss
of generality that for each q=1, 2, ...,
(q)(q log q(log log q)2)&1k. (6)
Now, for any positive integers q, r, let
B(q)=[u # I m : (5) holds],
B(q, r)=B(q) & B(r)=B(r, q).
For positive integers U, V, write
9(U, V)=2k :
V
q=U
(q)k, 9 (U, V)=2k :
V
q=U
(q)k{(q)
M1(U, V)= :
V
q=U
|B(q)|, M2(U, V)= :
V
q=U
:
V
r=U
|B(q, r)|
( |A| denotes the Lebesgue measure of a set A in Euclidean space).
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Proposition 1. For all sufficiently large U, V,
M1(U, V)=9(U, V)+O(1).
Proof. Let /q : R  R be the characteristic function defined by
/q(x)={1, if &x&<(q),0, if &x&(q),
and let /+q : R  R be the continuous approximation of /q defined by
1, if &x&(q),
/+q (x)={1&(&x&&(q))’, if (q)<&x&<(q)+’,0, if &x&(q)+’,
where ’ = ’(q) = (q)q, and q is sufficiently large that 0 < ’ 
min[(q), 12&(q)] (see [9, p. 53], where /
+
q is termed an (upper)
‘‘smoothed characteristic function’’). Clearly /+q (x)/q(x) for all x # R.
Also, the function /+q has period 1, and letting b
+
j (q), j=0,\1, \2, ...,
denote the Fourier coefficients of /+q , we have
b+0 (q)=2(q)+O(n),
(7)
|b+j |<<min[(q)+’, | j |
&1, ’&1 | j |&2], j{0
[9, p. 53]. By Parseval’s equality,
:
j
|b+j (q)|
2=|
1
0
/+q (x)
2 dx|
1
0
/+q (x) dx=2(q)+’(q)<<(q). (8)
Now, from the above definitions we have
|B(q)|=|
I m
`
k
s=1
/q(q!s(u)) du
=|
I k&p {|I p+m&k `
p
s=1
/q(q!s(v, w)) dv= `
k&p
s=1
/q(qws) dw. (9)
The inner integral on the right hand side of (9) is bounded above by
|
I p+m&k
`
p
s=1
/+q (q!s(v, w)) dv= :
j # Z p
`
p
s=1
b+js (q) |I p+m&k e
2?iq j } !$(v, w) dv. (10)
The integral on the right hand side of (10) can be estimated as follows ( |x|
denotes the norm max[ |xi | : i=1, ..., n]).
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Lemma 1. For all q1, j # Z p,
} |I p+m&k e2?iq j } !$(v, w) dv }<<(q | j|+1)&1. (11)
Proof. Since the manifold Mw satisfies curvature condition K1 for each
w # I k&p, the estimate follows from Lemma 3.1 of [6] (it can readily be
verified that the estimate is uniform in w, at least on sufficiently small coor-
dinate neighbourhoods on M).
To estimate the sum on the right hand side of (10) some additional
estimates are required.
Lemma 2. For all sufficiently large integers q,
:
j # Z
|b+j (q)|<<log q, (12)
:
j{0
|b+j (q)| j
&1<<(q) |log (q)|. (13)
Proof. Using (7) and letting [ } ] denote the integer part of a number,
we have
:
j # Z
|b+j (q)|<< :
[((q)+’)&1]
j=1
((q)+’)+ :
[’&1]
j=[((q)+’)&1]
j&1+ :

j=[’&1]
’&1j&2
<<1+log
(q)+’
’
+1<<|log q|,
which proves (12). Similarly, it can be shown that
:
j{0
|b+j (q)|
j
<<((q)+’) log((q)+’) (q)+’<<(q) |log (q)|,
which proves (13), and completes the proof of the lemma.
Using the estimates (11), (12) and (13) it can readily be shown that
} :
j{0
j # Zp
`
p
s=1
b+js (q) |Ip+m&k e
2?iq j } !$(v, w) dv }<<q&1(q) |log (q)| (log q) p&1.
Hence, by (7), the inner integral on the right hand side of (9) is bounded
above by
(2(q)+O(’)) p+O(q&1(q) |log (q) |(log q) p&1).
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This estimate is independent of w, so using the formula
|
Ik&p
`
k&p
s=1
/q(qws) dw=2k&p(q)k&p
(see [9], p. 35), it follows from (9) that
|B(q)|(2(q))k+O((q)k q&1)+O(q&1(q)k&p+1 |log (q)| (log q) p&1).
Similarly, using the (lower) ‘‘smoothed characteristic function’’ /&q /q
(see [9, p. 53]), it can be shown that
|B(q)|(2(q))k+O((q)k q&1)+O(q&1(q)k&p+1 |log (q)| (log q) p&1).
It follows from (3) that
:

q=1
(q)k q&1+ :

q=1
q&1(q)k&p+1 |log (q)| (log q) p&1<,
and hence Proposition 1 follows.
The next result gives an estimate for M2(U, V) and is much harder. The
proof is broken down into a series of some fairly technical estimates.
Proposition 2. For all sufficiently large U, V,
M2(U, V)9(U, V)2+O(9 (U, V)).
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1,
|B(q, r)|=|
I m
`
k
s=1
/q(q!s(u)) `
k
t=1
/r(r!t(u)) du
=|
I k&p {|I p+m&k `
p
s=1
/q(q!s(v, w)) `
p
t=1
/r(r!t(v, w)) dv=
_ `
k&p
s=1
/q(qws) `
k&p
t=1
/r(rwt) dw. (14)
Also as in the proof of Proposition 1, it can be shown that the inner
integral in (14) is bounded by
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(2(q)+O(’(q))) p (2(r)+O(’(r))) p
+ :
|i|+| j|{0
i, j # Z p
`
p
s=1
|b+is (q)| `
p
t=1
|b+jt (r)| } |Ip+m&k e2?i(qi+rj) } !$(v, w) dv }
=22p(q) p (r) p+O((q) p (r) p r&1)+O((q) p (r) p q&1)+O(_(q, r))
=22p(q) p (r) p+O(E1(q, r)),
where
E1(q, r)=(q) p (r) p \1q+
1
r++_(q, r)
and
_(q, r)= :
|i|+| j| >0
i, j # Zp
`
p
s=1
|b+is (q)| `
p
t=1
|b+jt (r)| ( |qi+rj|+1)
&1=_(r, q). (15)
This estimate for the inner integral in (14) is independent of w, so we can
estimate |B(q, r)| by combining this estimate with the following formula for
the outer integral in (14),
|
Ik&p
`
k&p
s=1
/q(qws) `
k&p
t=1
/r(rwt) dw=(22(q) (r)+O(E2(q, r)))k&p,
where
E2(q, r)=min {(q)(q, r)q ,
(r)(q, r)
r =
and (q, r) is the highest common factor of q and r (see the proof of
Theorem 19, p. 56 of [9]). Hence, combining the above estimates yields
M2(U, V)= :
V
q, r=U
|B(q, r)|
 :
V
q, r=U
(22p(q) p (r) p+O(E1(q, r)))
_(22(q) (r)+O(E2(q, r)))k&p
\ :
V
q=U
2k(q)k+
2
+O(E3),
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where
E3= :
V
q, r=U \ :
k&p
h=1
((q) (r))k&h E2(q, r)h
+E1(q, r) :
k&p
h=0
((q) (r))k&p&h E2(q, r)h+ . (16)
In the following series of lemmas we will show that E3=O(9 (U, V)). We
begin with two preliminary results.
Lemma 3. For all sufficiently large q, and all rq,
_(q, r)<<(log q) p (log r) p q&1+(q) p2 (r) p2
and
:
r
s=q
_(q, s)<<(log q) p (log r) p+1+q&1(q) |log (q)| (log q) p&1 :
r
s=q
(s) p.
Proof. Let q and r be given positive integers with qr. Consider a fixed
i # Z p. Suppose the minimum value of |qi+rj| for j # Z p is assumed for
j=j~ (i). If |qi+rj~ (i)|q2, then ( |qi+rj|+1)&1<2q for all j # Z p. Now let
I be the set of i such that |qi+rj~ (i)|<q2. The mapping i [ j~ (i) is one-to-
one on I since, if j~ (i)=j~ (i$) for i, i$ # I, then
q |i&i$|=|qi&qi$+rj~ (i)&rj~ (i$)|=|qi+rj~ (i)&qi$&rj~ (i$)|<q,
and i=i$. Let I denote the image of I under this mapping.
When j{j~ (i), ( |qi+rj|+1)&1<2q and otherwise ( |qi+rj~ (i)|+1)&11.
Thus from the definition of _(q, r) in (15) and the one to one corre-
spondence between i and j~ (i) on I, we get
_(q, r)<< :
i, j # Z p
`
p
s=1
|b+is (q)| `
p
t=1
|b+jt (r)| q
&1+ :
i # I
`
p
s=1
|b+is (q)| `
p
t=1
|b+}~ t(i)(r)|
<<(log q) p (log r) p q&1
+\ :i # I \ `
p
s=1
|b+is (q)|+
2
+
12
\ :j # I \ `
p
t=1
|b+jt (r)|+
2
+
12
<<(log q) p (log r) p q&1
+\ :i # Zp \ `
p
s=1
|b+is (q)|+
2
+
12
\ :j # Z p \`
p
t=1
|b+i’t (r)|+
2
+
12
<<(log q) p (log r) p q&1+(q) p2 (r) p2
(using Lemma 2, Schwartz’ inequality and (8)) which proves the first part.
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To prove the second estimate, some more preliminary inequalities are
needed. For qsr, |b+j (s)|<<Pj=min[2(q), | j |
&1, r(r) | j | 2)], and
it can be shown as in the proof of Lemma 2 that
:
j # Z
Pj<<log r.
Next suppose j{0, and q, i are fixed. Then |qi+sj| assumes its minimum
value at say s=s0 (s0 may have at most two values) and for these values,
( |qi+s0 j|+1)&11. For all other s, ( |qi+sj|+1)&1<<|s&s0 |&1 | j|&1.
Hence
:
r
s=q
( |qi+sj|+1)&1<<1+2 :
r
s=1
s&1 |j|&1<<log r.
On the other hand, if j=0 and i and q are non-zero, then
( |qi+sj|+1)&1|qi|&1.
Now, from the definition of _(q, s), the above inequalities and Lemma 2,
:
r
s=q
_(q, s)<< :
j{0
i, j # Z p
`
p
s$=1
|b+is$ (q)| `
p
t=1
Pjt log r
+ :
r
s=q
:
i{0
i # Z p
`
p
s$=1
|b+is$ (q) |(s)
p | qi|&1
<<(log q) p (log r) p+1
+q&1(q) |log (q)| (log q) p&1 :
r
s=q
(s) p,
which proves the second estimate.
Lemma 4. Let a, q, r, h be non-negative integers satisfying rq1 and
1hk&p. Then
:
r
s=q
(log s)a
(q, s)h
sh
<<{{(q)(log r)
a+1,
{(q)(log r)a,
for h=1,
for h2,
and
:
r
s=q
(s)k&h
(q, s)h
sh
<<{(q).
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Proof. If h2,
:
r
s=q
(log s)a
(q, s)h
sh
<< :
d | q
:
trd
(log t+log d)a
1
th
<<(log r)a :
d | q
1{(q)(log r)a.
The case where h=1 can be dealt with similarly. This proves the first
inequality.
Next, when h2 the second inequality follows immediately from the first
inequality with a=0 and the fact that (q)1. When h=1 we have
:
r
s=q
(s)k&1
(q, s)
s
 :
r
s=q
(q, s)
(log s)2 s
 :
d | q
:
trd
1
(log t)2 t
<<{(q)
(using (3)), as desired.
We can now start to derive the main estimates for E3 . First note that
E1(q, r)=E1(r, q) and E2(q, r)=E2(r, q), so it follows that the sum Vr=U
in the above formula (16) for E3 can be replaced by Vr=q . Also, note that
when rq,
E2(q, r)=min {(q)(q, r)q ,
(r)(q, r)
r =
(r)(q, r)
r
. (17)
We now estimate the first sum on the right of (16).
Lemma 5.
:
V
q=U
:
V
r=q
:
k&p
h=1
((q) (r))k&h E2(q, r)h<<9 (U, V).
Proof. It follows from (17) that the left hand side is bounded by
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k :
V
r=q
:
k&p
h=1
(r)k&h
(q, r)h
rh
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k {(q)=9 (U, V)
(using Lemma 4).
Next we estimate the first part of the second sum on the right of (16).
Lemma 6. For sufficiently large U, V,
:
V
q=U
:
V
r=q
(q) p q&1(r) p :
k&p
h=0
((q) (r))k&p&h E2(q, r)h<<9 (U, V).
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Proof. Taking the h summation to the front and using (17), it can be
seen that when h=0 the summand is bounded by
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k q&1 :
V
r=q
(r)k<<9(U, V)<<9 (U, V),
since, by (3), (q)k<<(log q)&2p&1, so that q=1 (q)
k q&1<. When
1hk&p, the summand is (using Lemma 4 and (17)) bounded by
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&h q&1 :
V
r=q
(r)k
(q, r)h
rh
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k q&1{(q)
 :
V
q=U
{(q) (q)k<<9 (U, V).
Since k&p<<1, the lemma follows.
Finally we estimate the second part of the second sum on the right of
(16). By (17) this term is bounded by
:
k&p
h=0
:
V
q=U
:
V
r=q
_(q, r) (q)k&p&h (r)k&p
(q, r)h
rh
. (18)
We estimate each term in the h summation separately. First, suppose that
h=0.
Lemma 7.
:
V
q=U
:
V
r=q
_(q, r)((q) (r))k&p<<9 (U, V). (19)
Proof. Let f (r)=(r)k&p. Using partial summation we find that the left
hand side of (19) is bounded by
:
V
q=U
(q)k&p _ :
V&1
r=q
( f (r)& f (r+1)) :
r
s=q
_(q, s)+ f (V) :
V
s=q
_(q, s)& . (20)
We now use Lemma 3 to estimate the sums of the form  _(q, s); we
obtain two terms which we consider separately. First let g(r)=(log r) p+1.
Then the first term in the estimate of (20) is
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<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p (log q) p _ :
V&1
r=q
( f (r)& f (r+1)) g(r)+ f (V) g(V)&
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p (log q) p
__ :
V&2
r=q
f (r+1)(g(r+1)&g(r))+ f (q) g(q)+ f (V) g(V)& .
To show that this expression is <<9(U, V) we use the following
inequalities:
g(r+1)&g(r)<<(log r) p r&1,
(q)&p (log q) p :
V&2
r=q
f (r+1)(log r) p r&1<< :
V&2
r=q
(r)k&2p (log r)2p r&1<<1,
(q)&p (log q) p f (q) g(q)<<(q)k&2p (log q)2p+1<<1,
(q)&p (log q) p f (V) g(V)<<(V)k&2p (log V)2p+1<<1.
Next, letting .r=rs=q (s)
p, the second term in the estimate of (20) is:
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p
(log q) p&1
q _ :
V&1
r=q
( f (r)& f (r+1)) .r+ f (V) g(V)&
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p
(log q) p&1
q
__ :
V&2
r=q
f (r+1)(.r+1&.r)+ f (q) g(q)+ f (V) g(V)&
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p
(log q) p&1
q _ :
V&2
r=q
(r)k+(q)k+(V)k&p :
V
s=q
(s) p&
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p
(log q) p&1
q
:
V
r=q
(r)k<<9(U, V)<9 (U, V).
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.
Next, by Lemma 3, the terms in (18) with h1 are bounded by
<< :
k&p
h=1
:
V
q=U
:
V
r=q \
(log q) p (log r) p
q
+(q) p2 (r) p2+
_(q)k&p&h (r)k&p
(q, r)h
rh
.
This expression will be estimated in two steps in the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 8.
:
k&p
h=1
:
V
q=U
:
V
r=q
(q) p2 (r) p2 (q)k&p&h (r)k&p
(q, r)h
rh
<<9 (U, V). (21)
Proof. We estimate the summand for each h, 1hk&p. Let
f (q, r)=(q) p2 (r)k&p2.
Then using Lemma 3 it can be seen that the summand in (21) is bounded
by
:
V
q=U
(q)k&p&h :
V
r=q
f (q, r)
(q, r)h
rh
. (22)
Now suppose further that 2hk&p. Using partial summation on the
inner sum in (22) and using Lemma 4, we obtain
:
V
q=U
(q)k&p&h _ :
V&1
r=q
( f (q, r)& f (q, r+1)) :
r
s=q
(q, s)h
sh
+ f (q, V) :
V
s=q
(q, s)h
sh &
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p&h {(q) _ :
V&1
r=q
( f (q, r)& f (q, r+1))+ f (q, V)&
<< :
V
q=U
{(q) f (q, q)= :
V
q=U
{(q) (q)k=9 (U, V).
Next consider h=1. Using partial summation again on the inner sum in
(22) and using Lemma 4, we obtain
:
V
q=U
(q)k&p&1 _ :
V&1
r=q
( f (q, r)& f (q, r+1)) :
r
s=q
(q, s)
s
+ f (q, V) :
V
s=q
(q, s)
s &
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p&1 {(q) _ :
V&1
r=q
( f (q, r)& f (q, r+1)) log r+ f (q, V) log V&
<< :
V
q=U
(q)k&p&1 {(q) _ :
V&2
r=q
f (q, r+1)
r
+ f (q, q) log q+ f (q, V) log V& .
(23)
We now show that the right hand side of (23) is bounded by <<9 (U, V).
First the following inequalities can be obtained using (3):
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(q)&p&1 :
V&2
r=q
f (q, r+1) r&1<< :
V&2
r=q
(r+1)k&p&1r&1<<1,
(q)&p&1 f (q, q) log q=(q)k&p&1 log q<<1,
(q)&p&1 f (q, V) log V=(q)&p2&1 (V)k&p2 log V
<<(V)k&p&1 log V<<1.
The desired result now follows from these inequalities, (23) and the defini-
tion of 9 (U, V).
Lemma 9.
:
k&p
h=1
:
V
q=U
:
V
r=q
(log q) p (log r) p
q
(q)k&p&h (r)k&p
(q, r)h
rh
<<9 (U, V).
Proof. Let f (q, r)=(log q) p q&1(r)k&p. We will show that each sum-
mand in the h summation satisfies
:
V
q=U
(q)k&p&h :
V
r=q
f (q, r)(log r) p
(q, r)h
rh
<<9 (U, V). (24)
Using repeated partial summations as in the derivation of (23) and the
estimates in Lemma 4, the inner summation in (24) is bounded by
<< :
V&1
r=q
( f (q, r)& f (q, r+1)) \ :
r
s=q
(log s) p
(q, s)h
sh +
+ f (q, V) :
V
s=q
(log s) p
(q, s)h
sh
<<{(q) _ :
V&2
r=q
f (q, r+1)
(log r) p
r
+ f (q, q)(log q) p+1+ f (q, V)(log V) p+1& .
(25)
Now, by (6), q&1(q)k (log log q)2 log q(q)k (log log r)2 log r, so
:
V&2
r=q
f (q, r+1)
(log r) p
r
<<(q)k :
V&2
r=q
(r+1)k&p
(log log r)2 (log r)2p+1
r
<<(q)k,
f (q, q)(log q) p+1<<(q)k (log log q)2 (log q)2p+2 (q)k&p<<(q)k,
f (q, V)(log V) p+1<<(q)k (log log V)2 (log V)2p+2 (V)k&p<<(q)k
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(using (3)). Thus, since p+hk, (24) follows from these estimates and
(25). This completes the proof of Lemma 9.
Combining Lemmas 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 completes the proof of Proposition
2. To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we will use Lemma 10 on p. 45 of
[9] which, for convenience, we now restate in a form suited to the present
setting with /B(q) now denoting the characteristic function of the set
B(q)/I m.
Lemma 10. Suppose that
|
Im \ :
V
q=U
/B(q)(u)&9(U, V)+
2
du<<9 (U, V) (26)
for all sufficiently large integers U, V, with U<V. For any u # I m let N Q(u)
denote the number of positive integers qQ for which u # B(q). Then, for
almost all u # I m,
N Q(u)=9(Q)+O(9 (Q)12 (log 9 (Q))32+=)
as Q  , where =>0 is arbitrary.
Theorem 1 follows from this result if we can show that (26) holds. To do
this we observe that (using Propositions 1 and 2),
|
I m \ :
V
q=U
/B(q)(u)&9(U, V)+
2
du
=|
Im \ :
V
q=U
/B(q)(u) :
V
r=U
/B(r)(u)&2 :
V
q=U
/B(q)(u) 9(U, V)+9(U, V)2+ du
= :
V
q=U
:
V
r=U
|B(q, r)|&2 :
V
q=U
|B(q)| 9(U, V)+9(U, V)2
=M2(U, V)&2M1(U, V) 9(U, V)+9(U, V)2
9(U, V)2+O(9 (U, V))&2(9(U, V)+O(1)) 9(U, V)+9(U, V)2
=O(9 (U, V)),
which is (26).
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